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ABOUT US

Dalle Carbonare started their Fashion Business in 1973, founding the
company Hart Srl. The company targets were Women and Men ‘s
clothing. ‘Made in Veneto’ is Ferruccio Dalle Carbonare’s keyword,
owner of Hart Srl.

Mr. Dalle Carbonare cover every single field in his business, thanks to
the support and involment of the family, from the creation of a product to
the delivery to the customer.

In the 90’s the company decided to take a different orientation, investing
time and resources only in Women’s products with their own/new brand

Più & Più .

The Company is based in Thiene, ( VI ) Italy. The building is 7000
square meters in the south –east of the city .
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PHYLOSOPHY

We offer unique product with perfect fits thanks to our attention to details and

meticulous selection of fabrics and accessories, as well as the exceptional

sartorial skills of the staff who make our clothes.

Our products aim to reach out for a young and youthful customers and make

sure all the needs and expectations are exceeded/met.

Our Fabrics are sophisticated and the stitching are flawless thanks to the

‘Painstaking’ quality procedure.



Our products are for women who

want to be sophisticated keeping

their feminine qualities with a

dynamic and contemporary look,

great for any occasion.



HAVE A LOOK TO

OUR STYLE OFFICE 



AUTOMATIC CUT

Hart Srl. is looking towards the future and

is alimenting his knowledge thanks to the

support of the latest technologic

equipments which can share all the

resources to win over all the challenges

that tomorrow will bring in the most

effective way.

It will also help us to improve our every

day tasks and our company targets

throughout our customers feedback





HART SRL 

Via della Meccanica n. 11

36016 Thiene ( VI ) Italy

Tel +39 0445 380160

E-mail : info@piuepiu.it

www.piuepiu.it
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